Traffic Topics Webinars

1:30 to 2:30pm (Central Time) – FIRST THURSDAY OF MONTH
Come watch the presentation LIVE from the
Mn/DOT Waters Edge Building
Conference Rooms A & C
1500 West County Road B2
Roseville, Minnesota
Click here for a Google map for this location

March 4:  Dave Engstrom, Mn/DOT - Traffic Safety Engineer
“Edge of Pavement Treatment – Safety Edge”

April 1:  Gail Weinholzer, AAA Minnesota
“Distracted / Disoriented Driver”

May 6:  Amy Roggenbuck, Minnesota DPS
Will Stein, FHWA  and
Gail Weinholzer, AAA Minnesota
“Age Related Driving – Older Driver”

June 3:  Howard Preston, CH2M Hill
“Too Many Signs?”

July 1:  Brad Estochen / Katy Fleming, Mn/DOT Safety
“Does Heightened Enforcement = Lower Speed (HEAT)”

August 5:  Ken Johnson, Mn/DOT - WZ & PM Engineer
“Roundabouts”